PERFECTLY IN SYNC

AUDIO FOR DISTANCE ALIGNMENT

- Display in milliseconds, feet, or meters, with 0.01 ms resolution.
- 2.00 to 999.99 ms Delay Range per channel.
- Calculates the temperature compensation to the speed of sound.

AUDIO FOR VIDEO ALIGNMENT

- Display in frames per second or milliseconds.
- Compatible with NTSC and PAL / SECAM frame rates.
- 0.5 frame resolution up to 23.5 frames.

THE RANE AD 22S AUDIO DELAY

2 CHANNELS / 2 MODES / 2 MEMORIES

- Operate as two independent channels or as a linked (stereo) pair.
- Easily navigate settings on the large backlit display.
- Store settings into two nonvolatile memory locations.
- Settings are always saved into working memory and restored upon power-up.
- Rear terminals let you connect standard switches to remotely recall settings.
- 24-bit converters and XLR balanced connections for the best delayed audio.
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